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Introduction
As pointed out by Whittle (1963, p.47) , the calculations required to find finite memory nredictors for covariance stationary time series are made difficult by the need to calculate the inverse of the T x T covariance matrix of the observations.
-2-Thus many authors (see Box and Jenkins (1970, p. 126) have proposed using approximate infinite memory predictors rather than finding the exact finite memory predictors. Pagano (1976) has given an algorithm for finite memory prediction of a pure moving average process which reduces much of the calculation in the general algorithm. Ali (1977) uses a well known result to reduce inverting the T x T matrix to the successive inversion of smaller matrices.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a general algorithm for prediction of covariance stationary time series which capitalizes on the special structure of the modified Cholesky decomposition of a symmetric Toeplitz covariance matrix. Section 2 contains the algorithm as theorem 1 which also shows the analogy of the algorithm with infinite memory prediction. In section 3 theorem 2 presents the results of applying theorem 1 to autoregressive-moving average processes. Finally a numerical example is presented in section 4 illustrating theorem 1. Suppose that Y is purely nondeterministic, i.e.
Finite Memory
Ti
Goo2 rexp f log f~~w) > 0 where f is the spectral density function of Y. Then Y(t) can be represented as the limit in mean square of an infinite order moving average process, i.e.
k=O where E(t) is the infinite memory horizon one error in predicting Y(t) and E(E(T)c(T-j)) = 6. o2 for all integer T and j, where 6 is the Kronecker given by
The process Y being purely nondeterministic also means that its autocovariance function is positive definite. Thus for all T we can form the modified Cholesky decomposition (Wilkinson (1965) 
TT TT T L T is a T x T unit lower triangular matrix and D T is a T x T diagonal
matrix. An important property of LT and DT is that they are nested for increasing T, i.e.
I,
Thus the (j,k)th element of LT will be referred to as Ljk.
The following theorem shows the role played by LT and DT in finite memory prediction.
Theorem I Let Y be a purely nondeterministic covariance stationary time series 
To prove (b), note that aT, 
' hThk=l
To prove (c) we first note that multiplying both sides of (1) for t = T by c(T-j) and taking expectations gives
We next note that Thus comparing (a) with (2) and (b) with (3), it is clear that the elements of LT and DT are playing the role in finite memory prediction of a 2 and 8 (') in the infinite memor-case, while (c) makes explicit the connection. In the next section we describe how this algorithm can be simplified for an autoregressive-moving average process.
3. Application to Autoregressive-moving Average Processes.
The univariate autoregressive-moving average process {Y(t), t=0,+l, ... } of order (p,q) is defined by 
X,T -TT ZTYTZTYT
Thus rX,T is symmetric band Toeplitz in its last T-p rows and columns T while its p x p principal minor is given by VZ, p ryp V Z,p.
Thus FX,T is almost the T x T covariance matrix of a pure moving average process. To prove (a), note that since X-T =VZ,TYT we have
An argument identical to that used in the proof of Theorem (la) proves part i) of (2a). To verify (ii) we substitute for e and X -T -T are given in Table 1, while Table 2 gives the first 10 terms in the infinite order moving average representation of Y, Z, and W. Table 3 illustrates the convergence proved in Theorem 2 in the above section. 
